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July 29, 2021 

David H. Pauline 
Senior Buyer 
Department of Administration, Purchasing Division 
2019 Washington Street East  
Charleston, WV 23505-0130 

RE: Historic Resources Survey of Seven West Virginia Army National Guard Facilities (CEOI 
0603 ADJ22*01) 

Dear Mr. Pauline: 

Rummel, Klepper, & Kahl, LLP (RK&K) is pleased to submit this Expression of Interest (EOI) for the 
above-referenced project. The purpose of the project is to provide historic resource surveys for 
seven (7) West Virginia Army National Guard (WVARNG) facilities including reports, National 
Register of Historic Places (NRHP) eligibility recommendations, and Historic Property Inventory 
(HPI) forms for each facility. RK&K’s expert cultural resources team has the necessary experience 
and skills to undertake this project and looks forward to supporting WVARNG’s facility 
documentation needs. 

RK&K is a multi-discipline planning, engineering, environmental, and cultural resource firm. 
Established in 1923, our practice has offices throughout the mid-Atlantic, including Charleston and 
Keyser, WV, and our highly qualified cultural resource professionals have successfully completed a 
multitude of cultural resource management projects for state agencies throughout West Virginia and 
the mid-Atlantic. We maintain a strong professional relationship with the West Virginia State Historic 
Preservation Office (WVSHPO) and have built a lasting reputation as an expert firm in the field of 
cultural resources management and Section 106 consultation throughout the state of West Virginia. 

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact James Kodlick at 717-884-4234 or 
jkodlick@rkk.com or Nicole Diehlmann at 410-353-0407 or ndiehlmann@rkk.com. Thank you for 
the opportunity to work with you on this project. 

Sincerely, 
Rummel, Klepper, and Kahl, LLP 

Melinda Peters, PE, CCM 
Partner 

Attachments 
Expression of Interest (EOI) 

mailto:jkodlick@rkk.com


 
 

 

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST 
HISTORIC RESOURCES SURVEY OF SEVEN WEST VIRGINIA ARMY NATIONAL GUARD 

FACILITIES 
 
 
I. QUALIFICATIONS 
 
A.  Qualifications and Experience 

1. The RK&K architectural historians assigned to the project, Nicole Diehlmann, Laura van 
Opstal, and Meghan White, have the appropriate education and experience to carry out the 
work, including Master’s Degrees in Historic Preservation and Urban and Environmental 
Planning. As described more fully in the attached resumes, all architectural historians 
assigned to the project meet the Secretary of the Interior’s (SOI) Professional Qualification 
Standards in Architectural History and/or History (36 CFR Part 61). In addition, the firm is 
experienced in working with the West Virginia State Historic Preservation Office 
(WVSHPO), and has had an on-call cultural resources contract with the West Virginia 
Department of Highways (WVDOH) since 2015 that has been expertly managed by James 
Kodlick, the cultural resources team lead. RK&K has completed a series of cultural resources 
projects under this contract, including several bridge replacement projects and a project to 
replace sidewalks in Harper’s Ferry. RK&K also has a staff archaeologist, Andrew Weidman, 
based out of our Charleston, West Virginia, office.  

2. RK&K architectural historians assigned to the project have the necessary writing and 
research skills to prepare Historic Preservation Inventory (HPI) forms and National 
Register of Historic Places (NRHP) eligibility recommendations. The architectural historians 
are also skilled in a variety of computer programs including Microsoft Office, ArcGIS, Adobe 
Photoshop, and Bluebeam that may be necessary for the project. 

3. RK&K architectural historians have utilized the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and 
Guidelines for Archaeology and Historic Preservation, and the WVSHPO’s West Virginia 
National Register and Architecture/History Survey Manual (2016) in previous projects and 
will successfully apply their knowledge to the proposed project. 

4. All RK&K architectural historians have valid driver’s licenses and the ability to travel 
throughout West Virginia. 

 
B. Proposed Staffing Plan 
 
A project manager, three architectural historians, and a GIS specialist will be assigned to the 
project, all of whom have significant experience with Section 106, historic property surveys and 
completion of SHPO survey forms. A brief description of the team’s related experience is below. 
Detailed resumes follow. 
 
James Kodlick, RPA, will manage the project. He has over 30 years of cultural resource 
management experience and has worked extensively throughout the state of West Virginia.  His 
strong relationship with WVSHPO ensures projects are successfully meet federal and state 
regulatory requirements and gain agency approvals with minimal comment or delay.  He will 
provide technical direction, quality control, budget tracking and monitor the project schedule. He 
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will ensure that adequate staff and resources are available for the project and that WVARNG’s 
expectations are met through every step of the process.  
 
Nicole Diehlmann will serve as the project’s principal architectural historian and will lead the 
survey and documentation effort. Nicole has 25 years of historic preservation experience, including 
historic property research and documentation, and is adept at distilling large amounts of 
information into clear and concise prose. Nicole is skilled in managing and conducting complex 
historic property surveys, such as the Howard Street Tunnel Project, which involved field survey, 
development of historic contexts, and writing NRHP eligibility determinations in the states of 
Maryland, Delaware, and Pennsylvania. As part of the Managed Lanes Study for I-495/I-270 in 
Maryland and the US Route 1 Bus Rapid Transit Project in Fairfax County, Virginia, Nicole 
completed eligibility determinations for a variety of property types, including institutional 
buildings. She is also familiar with resources dating to the mid-twentieth century, having edited the 
book Montgomery Modern: Modern Architecture in Montgomery County, Maryland, 1930-1979. Nicole 
is also the primary author of the Suburbanization Historic Context Addendum (1930–1980), 
Frederick County, Maryland (2020), which included significant historic research to identify 
suburbanization themes in the county and sites associated with those themes. Ms. Diehlmann meets 
the SOI’s Professional Qualification Standards for Architectural History and History. 
 
Laura van Opstal will serve as an architectural historian on the project team. She has eight years of 
experience working with cultural resources as an architectural historian. Laura’s work includes 
historic property survey, architectural descriptions, determinations of eligibility, significance 
statements, compliance documentation, and technical reports completed in West Virginia, 
Tennessee, New York, and Virginia. She has experience with federal regulations including Section 
106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), the National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA), and Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) Act, as well as a variety 
of state and local cultural resource requirements. She has participated in consultation with the 
public and organizations and agencies at the local, state, and federal levels. 
 
Meghan White will serve as an architectural historian on the project team. She has six years of 
historic preservation experience in Maryland, Virginia, Pennsylvania, Washington, DC, and South 
and North Carolina. Her work includes conducting intensive research and field work, surveying 
historic architectural resources, writing architectural descriptions, preparing historic contexts, 
writing significance statements, contributing to technical reports, and completing determination of 
eligibility forms. Meghan is experienced in documenting twentieth-century resources, having 
completed several historic resources surveys with buildings of that period, including in Frederick, 
Montgomery, and Prince George’s Counties and Baltimore City in Maryland and in Fairfax County, 
Virginia. She was also the lead author of a NRHP nomination for Crane Point in Marathon, Florida, 
which includes several Mid-Century Modern buildings designed by noted South Florida architect, 
Wahl Snyder. 
 
Jean Cascardi will provide GIS assistance. Jean is an Archaeological Field Manager and the GIS 
Analyst for the Cultural Resources Group and meets the SOI Professional Qualification Standards 
for Archaeology and Historic Preservation with more than 15 years of experience and an advanced 
degree in Cultural Resource Management. She has worked in both the private and public sector and 
has been working with ArcGIS since 2013. Jean has authored and coauthored technical reports for 
archaeological investigations, environmental impact statements, and environmental assessments 
and has provided increasingly progressive GIS support for this work. 
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C. Resumes 
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D. List of Comparable Projects and References 
 
RK&K has completed several projects involving historic building surveys, SHPO property forms, and 
NRHP eligibility assessments. The projects and references for them are described below.  
 

1. Statewide Cultural Resource Services, West Virginia 
West Virginia Department of Highways (WVDOH) 
Rodney DeMott 
Cultural Resources Unit Leader 
Technical Support Division – NEPA Compliance Section 
1334 Smith Street 
Charleston, West Virginia  25301 
304-414-6435 
rodney.c.demott@wv.gov 

 
RK&K is responsible for a multi-year, $3 million contract to provide cultural resource 
services for compliance with Section 106 of the NHPA. The work generally consists of 
Section 106 documentation and related work including identification surveys, evaluations 
for National Register eligibility, and data recovery projects for historic and archaeological 
resources. The contract has required the management of multiple, simultaneous task orders 
throughout the state of West Virginia. Responsibilities include the development and 
oversight of research designs, scopes of work, budgets, and schedules; management of field, 
office and laboratory staff; coordination of DBE and non-DBE subconsultants; and the 
development of final work products including reports, data summaries, presentations and 
public outreach.   
 

2. Inwood Bypass Study 
WVDOH 
Feras Tolaymat 
Engineering Project Manager, Environmental Services Section 
1334 Smith Street 
Charleston, WV 25301 
304-558-9713 
Feras.Tolaymat@wv.gov 
RK&K completed a Cultural Resources study for the proposed Inwood Bypass Study in the 
Town of Inwood, Berkeley County, West Virginia. RK&K conducted the cultural resources 
survey as part of the Section 106 process for WVDOH. As part of the study, RK&K identified 
the historic resources present in the study area, reviewed historical background 
information, coordinated public involvement efforts, and provided recommendations for 
further analysis and coordination. A total of 30 resources were identified for evaluation or 
re-evaluation for the NRHP, resulting in the Cumberland Valley Railroad segment being 
identified as potentially eligible for the NRHP under Criterion A. No other potential 
NRHP-eligible historic properties or districts were identified within the historic resources 
Area of Potential Effect (APE). As a result of the identification of the historic property, an 
Effects Assessment was conducted, which determined that the undertaking would have no 
adverse effect on historic properties, successfully concluding the Section 106 process. 
 
 

mailto:rodney.c.demott@wv.gov
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3. Bradshaw Creek Bridge Replacement 
WVDOH 
Rodney DeMott 
Cultural Resources Unit Leader 
Technical Support Division – NEPA Compliance Section 
1334 Smith Street 
Charleston, West Virginia  25301 
304-414-6435 
rodney.c.demott@wv.gov 

 
RK&K completed a Cultural Resource Study on behalf of WVDOH for the proposed 
replacement of West Virginia Bridge No. 45-33-2.19, located along County Road 33 in Indian 
Mills, Summers County, West Virginia. Due to federal funding through the Federal Highway 
Administration, this project was required to comply with Section 106.  Pursuant to Section 
106 and in accordance with the guidelines of the West Virginia Department of Arts, Culture 
and History (WVDACH), RK&K established an APE for both architectural and archaeological 
resources, conducted research to identify previously recorded resources, initiated Section 
106 consultation with the SHPO and prepared a list of potential additional consulting 
parties prior to the architectural survey. The results of this project were documented in 
technical reports pursuant to NHPA and in accordance with professional standards and the 
guidelines of the WVDACH. The Cultural Resource Study consisted of both an historic 
architectural and archaeological survey of the project area. Both the historic architectural 
survey and Phase I archaeological identification survey were completed in July 2018. 
Similar work was completed for the Bradshaw Creek and Indian Creek Bridge Replacement 
Projects, both in Summers County.  
 

4. Cameron Road/US 250 Resurfacing Project 
WVDOH 
Rodney DeMott 
Cultural Resources Unit Leader 
Technical Support Division – NEPA Compliance Section 
1334 Smith Street 
Charleston, West Virginia  25301 
304-414-6435 
rodney.c.demott@wv.gov 
 
RK&K conducted a Cultural Resource Study for WVDOH for the proposed reconstruction, 
widening and resurfacing of sections US Route 250 in the Cameron and Liberty Districts of 
Marshall County, West Virginia. Because the project involved federal funding through the 
Federal Highway Administration, the undertaking was subject to Section 106. RK&K 
prepared a Phase I Cultural Resource Management Report pursuant to Section 106 and in 
accordance with professional standards and the guidelines of the WVDACH. The Cultural 
Resource Study consisted of both an historic architectural and archaeological survey of the 
project. The architectural survey, completed in spring 2016, delineated an APE for 
architectural historic resources. RK&K then conducted background research and completed 
fieldwork in order to locate, record and photograph all districts, sites, buildings, structures, 
and objects 50 years of age or older within the APE.  It also included a re-survey of all 
previously recorded historic resources surveyed more than five years ago, in accordance 
with the WVDACH guidelines. The architectural survey identified five previously recorded 

mailto:rodney.c.demott@wv.gov
mailto:rodney.c.demott@wv.gov
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historic resources inside the APE and an additional 72 newly recorded architectural historic 
resources. All identified historic resources were surveyed or re-surveyed and evaluated 
according to NRHP Criteria. The results of the investigation identified only one historic 
property listed in or eligible for listing in the NRHP inside the APE: the Cameron Downtown 
Historic District. The assessment of effects determined the project would have no adverse 
effect on historic properties. 
 

5. Harper’s Ferry High Street Sidewalk Study 
WVDOH 
Rodney DeMott 
Cultural Resources Unit Leader 
Technical Support Division – NEPA Compliance Section 
1334 Smith Street 
Charleston, West Virginia  25301 
304-414-6435 
rodney.c.demott@wv.gov 
 
RK&K conducted preliminary cultural resources tasks to help WVDOH fulfill the  
requirements of Section 106 of the NHPA and its implementing regulations at 36 CFR Part 
800. Staff worked with the project design team to ensure the undertaking design study met 
the Secretary of Interior Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties to retain the 
character-defining features of the historic district and avoid an adverse effect finding. Work 
included: delineating the APE, conducting historical research, and completing a site visit to 
document current conditions; writing a technical memorandum that summarized the 
character-defining features of the district and made recommendations for treatment 
measures to avoid/minimize any adverse effects.  The project also involved preliminary 
consultation with the WVSHPO, National Park Service, and Harpers Ferry Historic 
Landmarks Commission.  
 

6. Allegany High School Survey 
Allegany County Commissioners 
Tanya Gomer, MPA, Grants Writer 
701 Kelly Road 
Cumberland, Maryland 21502 
301-876-9594 
tgomer@alleganygov.org 
 
The Allegany County Board of County Commissioners received funding from the state of 
Maryland to demolish all buildings and structures on the Old Allegany High School property 
at 616 Sedgwick Street in Cumberland, Maryland. Pursuant to project requirements under 
the Maryland Historic Trust Act of 1985, RK&K was hired to complete a Maryland Inventory 
of Historic Properties (MIHP) Form for the property and submit the documentation to the 
Maryland Historical Trust (MHT), the Maryland State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO).  
RK&K’s experienced team of architectural historians undertook field survey, including 
taking appropriate photos, and documented the building according to MHT standards.  The 
final product included a building description, detailed historic context, historic and modern 
photos, and floor plans. The documentation was accepted by MHT, successfully concluding 
the project.   
 

mailto:rodney.c.demott@wv.gov
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7. I-495/I-270 Managed Lanes Study, Cultural Resources Services 

Maryland Department of Transportation, State Highway Administration (MDOT SHA) 
Steve Archer, Cultural Resources Team Leader 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, MD 21202  
410-545-8508 
sarcher@mdot.maryland.gov 
 
RK&K completed a comprehensive cultural resources study of Maryland's section of I-495 
and part of I-270 for the proposed widening of the highways for MDOT SHA. Work included 
a gap analysis, summarizing previously identified and newly identified, pre-1978 resources 
within the APE; preparing a suburbanization context addendum to supplement an existing 
context covering the I-495 area; and conducting NRHP evaluations. The Suburbanization 
Historic Context Addendum (1961–1980), Montgomery and Prince George’s Counties, 
Maryland discussed the history of suburbanization in the project area and identified 
suburban development patterns and building types. Nicole Diehlmann and Meghan White 
were responsible for completing NRHP evaluations in Montgomery and Prince George’s 
Counties for a variety of resource types, including shopping centers, schools, churches, 
parks, and other recreation resources. 
 
RK&K also provided cultural resources services for a study of I-270 between Rockville and 
Frederick in Montgomery and Frederick Counties in anticipation of proposed highway 
improvements. Work included a gap analysis, conducting field survey, summarizing 
previously recorded and newly identified, pre-1978 resources within the APE; preparing a 
suburbanization context for Frederick County; and conducting NRHP evaluations. Nicole 
Diehlmann was the primary author of the Suburbanization Historic Context Addendum 
(1930-1980), Frederick County, Maryland that provides an overview of trends that 
influenced suburbanization in the county and the impact suburbanization had on the 
landscape and built environment. Nicole Diehlmann and Meghan White were responsible 
for completing NRHP evaluations in Montgomery and Frederick Counties for a variety of 
resource types, including residences, farms, and commercial buildings.  
 

8. Richmond Highway/US Route 1 Bus Rapid Transit Project 
Fairfax County Department of Transportation 
Vanessa Aguayo, PE, Project Manager, Capital Projects & Traffic Engineering Division 
Fairfax County Department of Transportation 
4050 Legato Road, Suite 400 
Fairfax, VA 22033 
703-877-5600 
Vanessa.Aguayo@fairfaxcounty.gov 
 
RK&K completed a comprehensive cultural resources study of US Route 1 in Fairfax County, 
Virginia, as part of a bus rapid transit project along the corridor. Work included a gap 
analysis, summarizing previously recorded and newly identified resources within the APE; 
and conducting NRHP evaluations. Nicole Diehlmann and Meghan White completed NRHP 
evaluations for a variety of resource types, including commercial buildings, shopping 
centers, schools, and two mid-twentieth-century neighborhoods. Laura van Opstal 
contributed to the final report, effects assessment, and consultation for the project.  

mailto:sarcher@mdot.maryland.gov
mailto:Vanessa.Aguayo@fairfaxcounty.gov
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II. UNDERSTANDING OF AND APPROACH TO HISTORIC RESOURCES SURVEY GOALS AND 

OBJECTIVES 
 
A. Project Understanding 
 
RK&K understands that WVARNG is seeking a qualified consultant to develop and submit Historical 
Resources Surveys for seven (7) WVARNG facilities throughout West Virginia. The work will 
include research about and site visits to each facility, and completion of a WVSHPO HPI form and 
narrative report with NRHP eligibility recommendation for each facility. The goal of the project is to 
provide WVARNG with the necessary information about each facility for submittal to the WVSHPO, 
who will make a final decision regarding the NRHP eligibility. RK&K understands this work is 
critical for the facility planning needs of WVARNG. 
 
B. Approach to Project Goals and Objectives 
 
The following enumerated responses correspond to the goals listed in the solicitation as 4.1 
through 4.7. 
 

1. After conducting background research about each facility’s history and construction, RK&K 
will prepare seven HPI forms, one for each facility, according to the WVSHPO’s West Virginia 
National Register and Architecture/History Survey Manual and the WVSHPO Completing the 
West Virginia Historic Property Inventory Form instruction document. On behalf of 
WVARNG, RK&K will contact the WVSHPO to obtain site numbers for each facility prior to 
beginning fieldwork.  
 

2. RK&K is prepared to meet with the WVARNG Environmental Office in person at their 
Charleston, WV office, or via a web-based call, to discuss the project work plan, survey 
objectives, and other relevant project objectives and logistical details. Subsequent meetings, 
if necessary, can be conducted via web-based calls. 

 
3. RK&K will conduct background research for each of the seven WVARNG facilities. Sources of 

information are expected to include: the WVARNG Environmental Office, personnel at each 
facility, WVSHPO survey files, West Virginia Division of Culture and History (WVDCH) State 
Archives collections, historic aerial imagery and USGS topographic maps, local libraries and 
historical organizations, published local histories, and newspapers.  
 
To assist with evaluating each facility for NRHP eligibility, RK&K will review existing 
evaluations of Army National Guard facilities, including: HPI forms for potentially relevant 
resources in West Virginia, such as the Braxton County Armory (BX-0320), War Memorial 
(HS-0856), and the Buckhannon Armory (UP-0412); NRHP Multiple Property 
Documentation Forms (MPDF) for National Guard properties in other states, such as those 
available in New York and Pennsylvania; and NRHP nomination forms for Army National 
Guard facilities, which may provide relevant contextual information for NRHP evaluation. 
RK&K will evaluate each facility for eligibility under Criteria A, B, C, and D by applying the 
National Register Criteria for Evaluation (36 CFR 60.4) and providing a well-supported 
eligibility recommendation in the narrative report for each facility. 
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4. RK&K will conduct a records review that will include the sources listed above. Online 
resources will be reviewed prior to the site visit to help identify potentially significant 
features of each facility that will be recorded during the site visit. RK&K will schedule visits 
to local repositories of information concurrently with facility site visits. All elements of the 
HPI forms, including photography, mapping, and written responses to form fields will be 
consistent with the WVSHPO’s West Virginia National Register and Architecture/History 
Survey Manual and the WVSHPO’s Completing the West Virginia Historic Property Inventory 
Form instruction document. 
 

5. RK&K will coordinate with the WVARNG Environmental Office and appropriate personnel 
at each facility location to schedule site visits in a convenient and efficient manner. RK&K 
anticipates site visits would be scheduled in two trips, with the five (5) Clarksburg, 
Buckhannon, and Kingwood facilities completed in one approximately three-day trip, and 
the two (2) Point Pleasant facilities in a second, approximately two-day trip. Fieldwork 
would be completed by a team of two architectural historians, who will schedule interviews, 
as availability allows, with appropriate WVARNG staff at each facility. Site visits will include 
photography of the property, including all related landscape features, multiple views of 
each building elevation, and interior views as allowed. Particular attention will be given to 
features of the buildings that may contribute to their historic significance. 
 

6. RK&K will compile the background research, site visit notes, and photographs into a 
cohesive, yet succinct, narrative report for each facility. These materials will also be used to 
prepare each HPI form. RK&K will coordinate with WVARNG personnel to identify existing 
floor plans of each facility for inclusion in the documentation package. If no floor plan is 
available, RK&K will prepare a basic floor plan for inclusion in the documentation package. 
 

7. RK&K will include in each facility’s narrative report an NRHP eligibility recommendation 
that can be submitted to the WVSHPO. RK&K will submit draft documentation to the 
WVARNG Environmental Office for review and make edits as necessary. If requested, RK&K 
would assist with WVSHPO consultation and submittal of required documentation. 

 
C. Project Management and Quality and Cost Control  

 
RK&K is particularly skilled in project management and quality control. One staff member will be 
assigned to manage the project, providing technical direction, quality control, budget tracking, and 
schedule monitoring. Adequate staff and resources will be made available for the project to ensure 
that WVARNG’s expectations are met and that the project stays within the established scope and 
budget.  All staff closely follow RK&K’s Quality Assurance/Quality Control manual, and all project 
products will be closely reviewed prior to submission to WVARNG to ensure they are of the highest 
quality. 
 
D. Deliverables 
 
RK&K will deliver the following item at the end of the project: 
 

1. One documentation package for each facility, for a total of seven (7) packages, each 
including a WVSHPO HPI form, photographs, and a narrative report. The narrative report 
will contain an NRHP eligibility recommendation and a basic floor plan.  
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III. SUGGESTED EXCEPTIONS TO THE GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 
RK&K has reviewed all requirements listed in the solicitation, including the General Terms and 
Conditions, and has identified several suggested exceptions to the solicitation that we would like to 
discuss with WVARNG pending award.  Our suggested edits to the terms and conditions are in 
Sections 8, 28, and 36, and are detailed in the table below. We offer these suggested edits for 
consideration by WVARNG; however, RK&K’s acceptance of the award is not contingent upon these 
edits.  
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